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Foreword 95 

The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) is a non-profit association registered in Geneva, Switzerland. 96 
FIPA’s purpose is to promote the success of emerging agent-based applications, services and equipment. This goal is 97 
pursued by making available in a timely manner, internationally agreed specifications that maximise interoperability 98 
across agent-based applications, services and equipment. This is realised through the open international collaboration 99 
of member organisations, which are companies and universities active in the agent field. FIPA intends to make the 100 
results of its activities available to all interested parties and to contribute the results of its activities to appropriate formal 101 
standards bodies. 102 

This specification has been developed through direct involvement of the FIPA membership. The 48 members of FIPA 103 
(October 1998) represent 13 countries world-wide.  104 
 105 
Membership in FIPA is open to any corporation and individual firm, partnership, governmental body or international 106 
organisation without restriction. By joining FIPA each member declares himself individually and collectively committed 107 
to open competition in the development of agent-based applications, services and equipment. Associate Member 108 
status is usually chosen by those entities who want to be members of FIPA without using the right to influence the 109 
precise content of the specifications through voting. 110 
The members are not restricted in any way from designing, developing, marketing and/or procuring agent-based 111 
applications, services and equipment. Members are not bound to implement or use specific agent-based standards, 112 
recommendations and FIPA specifications by virtue of their participation in FIPA.  113 

This specification is published as FIPA 98 specifications ver 1.0. All these parts have undergone an intense review by 114 
members as well as non-members during the past year as preliminary versions have been available on the FIPA web 115 
site. FIPA members as well as many non-members have been conducting validation trials of the FIPA 97 specification 116 
during 1998 and will continue to subject the new output to further validation during the coming months. During 1999 117 
FIPA will publish revised versions of the current specifications and is also planning to continue work on further 118 
specifications of agent based technology. 119 

120 
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 120 

Introduction 121 

The FIPA specifications represent the primary output of FIPA. It is important to appreciate that these specifications 122 
have been derived from examining requirements on agent technology posed by specific industrial applications chosen 123 
by FIPA so far, and described in Parts 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the FIPA 97 specifications. 124 
FIPA specifies the interfaces of the different components in the environment with which an agent can interact, i.e. 125 
humans, other agents, non-agent software and the physical world. FIPA produces two kinds of specifications: 126 
  normative specifications mandating the external behavior of an agent and ensuring interoperability with other 127 

FIPA-specified subsystems;  128 
  informative specifications of applications providing guidance to industry on the use of FIPA technologies. 129 
In October 1997, FIPA released its first set of specifications, called FIPA 97, Version 1.0. During 1998, comments on 130 
this specification were received. Based upon these comments, parts of FIPA 97 were superseded by a second version 131 
released in October 1998, introducing minor changes only. 132 
Furthermore, in October 1998 FIPA released a new set of specifications, called FIPA 98, version 1.0, of which this 133 
document is a part. 134 
 135 
The following tables provide an overview of the complete set of FIPA specifications. 136 
 137 
Sorted by part: 138 

 Released October 1997 Released October 1998 

Part FIPA 97 Version 1.0 FIPA 97 Version 2.0 FIPA 98 Version 1.0 

1 N Agent Management Agent Management Agent Management Extensions 

2 N ACL ACL  

3 N Agent Software Integration   

4 I Personal Travel Assistant   

5 I Personal Assistant   

6 I Audio Visual Entertainment & 
Broadcasting 

  

7 I Network Management & 
Provision 

  

8 N   Human-Agent Interaction 

10 N   Agent Security Management 

11 N   Agent Management Support for Mobility 

12 N   Ontology Service 

13 I/M   Developer’s Guide 

N == normative; I == informative; M == methodology; Italicised == superseded 139 
 140 
 141 
 142 
 143 
 144 
 145 
 146 
 147 
 148 
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Sorted by topic: 149 
Topic FIPA 97(Version 1.0, unless otherwise 

indicated) 
FIPA 98 Version 1,0 

Agent Management 1. Basic System (Version 2.0) 1. Extension to Basic System 

  10. Agent Security Management 

  11. Agent Management Support for Mobility  

Agent Communication 
 

2. Agent Communication Language 
    (Version 2.0) 

8. Human-Agent Interaction 

  12. Ontology Service 

Agent S/W Integration 
 

3. Agent Software Integration 
     

 

Reference Applications 4. Personal Travel Assistant  

 5. Personal Assistant  

 6. Audio/Visual Entertainment & 
    Broadcasting 

 

 7. Network Management & 
    Provisioning 

 

 150 
The parts of the FIPA 98 specifications are briefly described below. 151 

Part 1 - Agent Management 152 

This part covers agent management for inter-operable agents, and is thus primarily concerned with defining open 153 
standard interfaces for accessing agent management services. It also specifies an agent management ontology and 154 
agent platform message transport. This specification incorporates and further enhances the FIPA 97, Part 1, Version 155 
2.0 specification.  The internal design and implementation of intelligent agents and agent management infrastructure is 156 
not mandated by FIPA and is outside the scope of this part. 157 

Part 8 – Human-Agent Interaction 158 

This part deals with the human-agent interaction part of an agent system. It specifies two agent services: User Dialog 159 
Management Service (UDMS) and User Personalization Service (UPS). A UDMS wraps many types of software 160 
components for user interfaces allowing for ACL level of interaction between agents and human users. A UPS can 161 
maintain user models and supports their construction by either accepting explicit information about the user or by 162 
learning from observations of user behavior.  163 

Part 10 –  Agent Security Management 164 

Security risks exist throughout agent management: during registration, agent-agent interaction, agent configuration,  165 
agent-agent platform interaction, user-agent interaction and agent mobility. The Security Management specification 166 
identifies the key security threats in agent management and specifies facilities for securing agent-agent communication 167 
via the FIPA agent platform. This specification represents the minimal set of technologies required and is 168 
complementary to the existing FIPA 97 and FIPA 98, Part 1 specifications. This part does not mandate every FIPA-169 
compliant agent platform to support agent security management. 170 

Part 11 – Agent Management Support for Mobility 171 

This specification represents a normative framework for supporting software agent mobility using the FIPA agent 172 
platform. This framework represents the minimal set of technologies required and is complementary to the existing 173 
FIPA 97 and FIPA 98, Part 1 specifications. Wherever possible, it refers to existing standards in this area. The 174 
framework supports additional non-mobile agent management operations such as agent configuration. The 175 
specification does not mandate that every FIPA-compliant agent platform must support agent mobility, nor does it cover 176 
the specific requirements for agents on mobile devices with intermittent connectivity, which is covered by the scope of 177 
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the existing FIPA Agent Management activity. 178 

Part 12 – Ontology Service 179 

This part deals with technologies enabling agents to manage explicit, declaratively represented ontologies. It specifies 180 
an ontology service provided to a community of agents by a dedicated Ontology Agent. It allows for discovering public 181 
ontologies in order to access and maintain them; translating expressions between different ontologies and/or different 182 
content languages; responding to queries for relationships between terms or between ontologies; and, facilitating 183 
identification of a shared ontology for communication between two agents. 184 

The specification deals only with the communicative interface to such a service while internal implementation and 185 
capabilities are left to developers. The interaction protocols, communicative acts and, in general, the vocabulary that 186 
agents must adopt when using this service are defined. The specification does not mandate the storage format of 187 
ontologies, but only the way the ontology service is accessed. However, in order to specify the service, an explicit 188 
representation formalism, or meta-ontology, has been specified allowing communication of knowledge between agents.  189 

Part 13 – FIPA 97 Developer's Guide 190 

The Developer’s Guide is meant to be a companion document to the FIPA 97 specifications, and is intended to clarify 191 
areas of specific interest and potential confusion. Such areas include issues that span more than one of the normative 192 
parts of FIPA 97.  193 



1 Scope 194 

This document is part of the FIPA 1998 specifications covering agent management for inter-operable agents. This 195 
specification incorporates and further enhances the FIPA97 part 1 version 2 specification.  196 

The Security Management (FIPA98 part 10) and the Agent Management Facilities for Mobility (FIPA98 part 11) 197 
specifications represent companion specifications.  198 

This document contains specifications for agent management including: agent management services, agent 199 
management ontology, agent platform message transport. 200 

This document is primarily concerned with defining open standard interfaces for accessing agent management 201 
services. The internal design and implementation of intelligent agents and agent management infrastructure is not 202 
mandated by FIPA and is outside the scope of this specification. 203 

The document provides a series of examples to illustrate the agent management actions defined. 204 

205 
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2 Normative reference(s) 205 

Object Management Group : Common Object Request Broker Architecture (Version 2) 206 
Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) : Common Object Request Broker Architecture (Version 2) 207 
FIPA – International standard for the inter-operation of software agents – Part 1: Agent Management (V.2.0). 208 
FIPA – International standard for the inter-operation of software agents – Part 2: Agent Communication Language 209 
(V.2.0). 210 
FIPA – International standard for the inter-operation of software agents – Part 3: Agent/Software Integration (V.2.0). 211 
FIPA – International standard for the inter-operation of software agents – Part 10: Agent Management Support for 212 
Mobility (V.1.0). 213 
FIPA – International standard for the inter-operation of software agents – Part 11: Agent Security Management (V.1.0). 214 
 215 

216 
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3 Terms and definitions 216 

For the purposes of this specification, the following terms and definitions apply: 217 

Action 218 
A basic construct which represents some activity which an agent may perform. A special class of actions is the 219 
communicative acts. 220 

Agent 221 
An Agent is the fundamental actor in a domain.  It combines one or more service capabilities into a unified and 222 
integrated execution model which can include access to external software, human users  and communication facilities.  223 

Agent cloning  224 
The process by which an agent creates a copy of itself on an agent platform. 225 

Agent code  226 
The set of instructions used by an agent. 227 

Agent Communication Language (ACL) 228 
A language with precisely defined syntax, semantics and pragmatics that is the basis of communication between 229 
independently designed and developed software agents. ACL is the primary subject of the FIPA 97 specification, part 230 
2. 231 

Agent Communication Channel (ACC) 232 
The Agent Communication Channel is an agent which uses information provided by the Agent Management System to 233 
route messages between agents within the platform and to agents resident on other platforms. 234 

Agent data  235 
Any data associated with an agent. 236 

Agent invocation  237 
The process by which an agent can create another instance of an agent on an agent platform. 238 

Agent Management System (AMS) 239 
The Agent Management System is an agent which manages the creation, deletion, suspension, resumption, 240 
authentication and migration of agents on the agent platform and provides a “white pages” directory service for all 241 
agents resident on an agent platform. It stores the mapping between globally unique agent names (or GUID) and local 242 
transport addresses used by the platform. 243 

Agent Platform 244 
An Agent Platform provides an infrastructure in which agents can be deployed. An agent must be registered on a 245 
platform in order to interact with other agents on that platform or indeed other platforms. An AP consists of three 246 
capability sets ACC, AMS and default Directory Facilitator. 247 

Agent Platform Security Manager (APSM) 248 
An Agent Platform Security Manager is responsible for maintaining the agent platform security policy. The APSM is 249 
responsible for providing transport-level security and creating agent audit logs. The APSM negotiates the requested 250 
intra- and inter-domain security services of other APSM's in concert with the implemented distributed computing 251 
architectures, such as CORBA, COM, DCE, on behalf of an agent in its domain. 252 

ARB Agent 253 
An agent which provides the Agent Resource Broker (ARB) service. There must be at least one such an agent in each 254 
Agent Platform in order to allow the sharing of non-agent services. 255 
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Communicative Act 256 
A special class of actions that correspond to the basic building blocks of dialogue between agents. A communicative 257 
act has a well-defined, declarative meaning independent of the content of any given act. CAs are modelled on speech 258 
act theory. Pragmatically, CAs are performed by an agent sending a message to another agent, using the message 259 
format described in FIPA97, part 2. 260 

Content 261 
That part of a communicative act which represents the domain dependent component of the communication. Note that 262 
"the content of a message" does not refer to "everything within the message, including the delimiters", as it does in 263 
some languages, but rather specifically to the domain specific component. In the ACL semantic model, a content 264 
expression may be composed from propositions, actions or IRE's. 265 

Content Language 266 
The content of a FIPA message refers to whatever the communicative act applies to. If, in general terms, the 267 
communicative act is considered as a sentence, the content is the grammatical object of the sentence. This content 268 
can be encoded in any language, the content language, denoted by the :language parameter of the communicative 269 
act.  270 

Conversation 271 
An ongoing sequence of communicative acts exchanged between two (or more) agents relating to some ongoing topic 272 
of discourse. A conversation may (perhaps implicitly) accumulate context that is used to determine the meaning of later 273 
messages in the conversation. 274 

CORBA 275 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture, an established standard allowing object-oriented distributed systems to 276 
communicate through the remote invocation of object methods. 277 

Directory Facilitator 278 
The Directory Facilitator [1] is an agent that provides a “yellow pages” directory service for the agents. It stores 279 
descriptions of the agents and the services they offer.  280 

Explicit & Implicit 281 
An ontology is explicit when it is specified in declarative form as a set of axioms and definitions (e.g. as a set of 282 
Ontolingua statements) that an agent can refer to (e.g. by means of an OKBC interface). An ontology is implicit, when 283 
the assumptions on the meaning of its vocabulary are only implicitly embedded in some piece of software. 284 

Feasibility Precondition (FP) 285 
The conditions (i.e. one or more propositions) which need be true before an agent can (plan to) execute an action. 286 

Knowledge model 287 
It is a specification of the set of primitives used by a certain class of representation languages. As such, a knowledge 288 
model can be considered as a meta-ontology. For instance, several ontology servers use an object oriented model of 289 
knowledge based on primitive notions like classes, frames, properties, constraints, axioms and functions. FIPA adopts 290 
for the specification of these notions the OKBC version 2.0.4 Knowledge Model, which is called FIPA-meta-ontology or 291 
FIPA knowledge model. 292 

Illocutionary effect 293 
See speech act theory. 294 

Knowledge Querying and Manipulation Language (KQML) 295 
A de facto (but widely used) specification of a language for inter-agent communication. In practice, several 296 
implementations and variations exist. 297 
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Local Agent Platform  298 
The Local Agent Platform is the AP to which an agent is attached and which represents an ultimate destination for 299 
messages directed to that agent. 300 

Message 301 
An individual unit of communication between two or more agents. A message corresponds to a communicative act, in 302 
the sense that a message encodes the communicative act for reliable transmission between agents. Note that 303 
communicative acts can be recursively composed, so while the outermost act is directly encoded by the message, 304 
taken as a whole a given message may represent multiple individual communicative acts. 305 

Message content 306 
See content. 307 

Message transport service 308 
The message transport service is an abstract service provided by the agent management platform to which the agent is 309 
(currently) attached. The message transport service provides for the reliable and timely delivery of messages to their 310 
destination agents, and also provides a mapping from agent logical names to physical transport addresses. 311 

Meta-ontology 312 
For allowing a FIPA agent to communicate through ACL messages about ontologies, it is necessary to describe the 313 
concepts used to speak about an ontology. This description is called the meta-ontology. It is an ontology itself as it 314 
provides the ontology to refer to another ontology. Therefore, the meta-ontology should be powerful enough to deal 315 
with all potentially available ontologies and make explicit, at least informally, these concepts. 316 

Mobile agent  317 
An agent that is not reliant upon the agent platform where it began executing and can subsequently transport itself 318 
between agent platforms. 319 

Mobility  320 
The property or characteristic of an agent that allows it to travel between agent platforms. 321 

Ontology 322 
An ontology is an explicit specification of the structure of a certain domain (e.g. e-commerce, sport, …). For the 323 
practical goals of FIPA (that is enabling development and deployment of inter-operable agent-based applications), this 324 
includes a vocabulary (i.e. a list of logical constants and predicate symbols) for referring to the subject area, and a set 325 
of logical statements expressing the constraints existing in the domain and restricting the interpretation of the 326 
vocabulary. Ontologies therefore provide a vocabulary for representing and communicating knowledge about some 327 
topic and a set of relationships and properties that hold for the entities denoted by that vocabulary. 328 

Ontology Agent 329 
An agent that provides the Ontology Service specified in this specification. The main objective of the Ontology Agent is 330 
to offer to FIPA agents a unified view of the services offered by the different ontology servers. Its second objective is to 331 
allow an ontology server to be known by FIPA agents. Moreover some ontology agents can provide the agents with 332 
services such as translation facilities. Like any other FIPA agent, the ontology agent has to be registered to the DF and 333 
to provide the DF with the published ontologies and available services.  334 

Ontology Name 335 
The ontologies referred to by the agents can be provided by different ontology servers. Consequently, these ontology 336 
names are constructed from: the OA name, and the ontology logical name (given by the ontology designer e.g. “car“).  337 

Ontology Server 338 
Provider of an Ontology Service, not necessarily in the FIPA domain, or FIPA-compliant. Examples of ontology servers 339 
already existing outside FIPA are: Ontolingua, XML/RDF ontology servers, ODL databases ontologies servers. Access 340 
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to the services provided by these ontologies servers are based on various APIs such as the OKBC interface, the ODL 341 
interface or HTTP. 342 

Ontology sharing problem 343 
The problem of ensuring that two agents that wish to converse do, in fact, share a common ontology for the domain of 344 
discourse. Minimally, agents should be able to discover whether or not they share a mutual understanding of the 345 
domain constants.  346 

Perlocutionary Effect 347 
See speech act theory. 348 

Personalization 349 
An agent’s ability to take individual preferences and characteristics of users into account and adapt its behavior to 350 
these factors. 351 

Proposition 352 
A statement which can be either true or false. A closed proposition is one which contains no variables, other than those 353 
defined within the scope of a quantifier. 354 

Protocol 355 
A common pattern of conversations used to perform some generally useful task. The protocol is often used to facilitate 356 
a simplification of the computational machinery needed to support a given dialogue task between two agents. 357 
Throughout this document, we reserve protocol to refer to dialogue patterns between agents, and networking protocol 358 
to refer to underlying transport mechanisms such as TCP/IP. 359 

Rational Effect (RE) 360 
The rational effect of an action is a representation of the effect that an agent can expect to occur as a result of the 361 
action being performed. In particular, the rational effect of a communicative act is the perlocutionary effect an agent 362 
can expect the CA to have on a recipient agent. Note that the recipient is not bound to ensure that the expected effect 363 
comes about; indeed it may be impossible for it to do so. Thus an agent may use its knowledge of the rational effect in 364 
order to plan an action, but it is not entitled to believe that the rational effect necessarily holds having performed the 365 
act. 366 

Software Service 367 
An instantiation of a connection to a software system. 368 

Software System 369 
A software entity which is not conformant to the FIPA Agent Management specification. 370 

Speech Act 371 
The notion of a speech act is derived from the linguistic analysis of human communication. It is based on the idea that 372 
with language the speaker not only makes statements, but also performs actions, e.g. a request or an assertion. In this 373 
context, a verb denoting a speech act, is called a performative, since saying it makes it so. See FIPA97, part 2 for more 374 
details. 375 

Speech Act Theory 376 
A theory of communications which is used as the basis for ACL. Speech act theory is derived from the linguistic 377 
analysis of human communication. It is based on the idea that with language the speaker not only makes statements, 378 
but also performs actions. A speech act can be put in a stylised form that begins "I hereby request …" or "I hereby 379 
declare …". In this form the verb is called the performative, since saying it makes it so. Verbs that cannot be put into 380 
this form are not speech acts, for example "I hereby solve this equation" does not actually solve the equation. 381 
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Stationary agent  382 
An agent that executes only upon the agent platform where it begins executing and is reliant upon it. 383 

TCP/IP 384 
An internet networking protocol used to establish connections and transmit data between hosts  385 

User Agent 386 
An agent which interacts with a human user. 387 

User Dialog Management Service 388 
An agent service in order for FIPA agents to interact with human users; by converting ACL into media/formats which 389 
human users can understand and vice versa, managing the communication channel between agents and users, and 390 
identifying users interacting with agents. 391 

User ID 392 
An identifier for a real user. 393 

User Model 394 
A user model contains assumptions about user preferences, capabilities, skills, knowledge, etc, which may be acquired 395 
by inductive processing based on observations about the user. User models normally contain knowledge bases which 396 
are directly manipulated and administered. 397 

User Personalization Service 398 
An agent service that offers abilities to support personalization, e.g. by maintaining user profiles or forming complex 399 
user models by learning from observations of user behavior.  400 

Wrapper Agent 401 
An agent which provides the FIPA-WRAPPER service to an agent domain on the Internet. 402 

403 
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4    Symbols (and abbreviated terms) 403 

ACC:   Agent Communication Channel 404 
ACL:  Agent Communication Language 405 
AMS:  Agent Management System 406 
AP:  Agent Platform  407 
API:  Application Programming Interface 408 
APSM:  Agent Platform Security Manager 409 
ARB:   Agent Resource Broker 410 
CA:  Communicative Act 411 
CORBA:  Common Object Request Broker Architecture  412 
DB:  Database  413 
DCOM:  Distributed COM 414 
DF:  Directory Facilitator 415 
FIPA:  Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents 416 
FP:   Feasibility Precondition 417 
GUID:  Global Unique Identifier 418 
HAP:  Home Agent Platform 419 
HTTP:  Hypertext Transmission Protocol  420 
IDL:   Interface Definition Language  421 
IIOP:  Internet Inter-ORB Protocol 422 
IPMT:  Internal Platform Message Transport 423 
IRE:   Identifying Referring Expression 424 
OMG:  Object Management Group 425 
ORB:   Object Request Broker   426 
P3P:  Platform for Privacy Preferences Project 427 
PICS:  Platform for Internet Content Selection 428 
RE:   Rational Effect 429 
RMI:   Remote Method Invocation, an inter-process communication method embodied in Java  430 
SL:  Semantic Language 431 
SMTP:  Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 432 
SQL:   Structured Query Language 433 
S/W:  Software System 434 
TCP / IP: Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol 435 
UDMA:  User Dialogue Management Agent 436 
UDMS:  User Dialogue Management Service 437 
UPA:  User Personalization Agent 438 
UPS:  User Personalization Service 439 
XML:  eXtensible Markup Language 440 

441 
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5 Overview 441 

Agent management provides the normative framework within which FIPA Agents exist and operate. It establishes the 442 
logical reference model for the creation, registration, location, communication, migration and retirement of agents. 443 

The entities contained in the reference model are logical capability sets (i.e. services) and do not imply any physical 444 
configuration. Additionally, the implementation details of individual platforms and agents are the design choices of the 445 
individual agent system developers. 446 

Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the agent management reference model.  447 

 448 
 449 

Figure 1 : Agent Management Reference Model 450 

 451 
The agent management reference model consists of the following logical components each representing a capability 452 
set. These can be combined in physical implementations of agent platforms. 453 

  An Agent is the fundamental actor on an agent platform which combines one or more service capabilities into a 454 
unified and integrated execution model which may include access to external software, human users  and 455 
communications facilities.  An Agent may have certain resource brokering capabilities for accessing software, (see 456 
FIPA 97 Part 3 Agent-Software Interaction). 457 

An Agent must have one or more owners, (for example, based on organisational affiliation or human user). An 458 
Agent supports several notions of identity. A Globally Unique Identifier (GUID), also known as agent-name, labels 459 
an agent over all FIPA domains so that it may be distinguished unambiguously in the agent universe. An agent may 460 
be registered at a number of addresses at which it can be contacted. An Agent may have certain resource brokering 461 
capabilities for accessing software, (see FIPA 97 Part 3 Agent-Software Interaction). 462 

  Directory Facilitator (DF) : The DF provides “yellow pages” services to other agents. The DF is a mandatory, 463 
normative agent.  Agents may register their services with the DF or query the DF to find out what services are 464 
offered by other agents. 465 

  Agent Management System (AMS): An AMS is a mandatory component of the AP. It is an agent which exerts 466 
supervisory control over access to and use of the AP. Only one AMS will exist in a single AP.  467 

The AMS  maintains a directory of logical agent names and their associated transport addresses for an agent 468 
platform. The AMS offers “white pages” services to other agents. 469 

Internal Platform Message Transport 

Agent 

Directory 
Facilitator

Agent 
Management 

System

Software 

Agent Platform 
ACCACC
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  Agent Communication Channel (ACC) : All agents have access to at least one ACC. The ACC is the default 470 
communication method between agents on different AP’s. The message routing service offered by the ACC must 471 
be reliable and orderly and will adhere to the requirements specified in section 9, FIPA Baseline Protocol and ACC. 472 
(See also Annex B and preferred requirements for ACC and baseline protocol) 473 

 474 
  An Agent Platform (AP) provides the physical infrastructure in which agents can be deployed. The AP consists of 475 

the machine(s), operating system, agent support software, FIPA agent management components (DF, AMS, ACC), 476 
Internal Platform Message Transport and agents. The Internal Platform Message Transport  is outside the scope of 477 
FIPA.  478 

The internal design of an AP is an issue for AP developers and is not a subject of standardisation within FIPA. AP’s 479 
and the agents which are native to those APs, either by creation directly within or migration to the AP may use any 480 
proprietary method of intercommunication. For example, an AP could be implemented in Java and message-481 
passing could be equivalent to function calls.  482 

It should be noted that the concept of an AP does not mean that all agents resident on an AP have to be co-483 
located on the same host computer. FIPA envisages a variety of different APs from single processes containing 484 
lightweight agent threads, to fully distributed APs built around proprietary or open middleware standards. 485 

FIPA is concerned only with how communication is carried out between agents who are native to the AP and 486 
agents outside the AP, or agents who dynamically register with an AP. Agents are free to exchange messages 487 
directly by any means they can support. 488 

  Internal Platform Message Transport (IPMT) is the proprietary means of exchanging messages within an AP and 489 
is outside the scope of FIPA.  490 

An Agent Domain is a logical grouping of agents defined by membership of a directory maintained by the  DF.  Each  491 
domain has one and only one DF, which provides a unified, complete and coherent description of the domain.  The 492 
directory lists all Agents in the DF domain and is used to advertise agent existence, services  etc.   An agent may be 493 
present in one or more domains.  As part of its normative life-cycle, an agent must register with a DF in order to be 494 
present in a domain.  For an agent to exist in the context of this model, it must be registered in at least one domain. 495 
Domains may have (for example) organisational, geo-political, contractual, ontological affiliation or physical 496 
significance.  An AP can support more than one domain. 497 

The entire Agent Universe is represented as the set of all domains.  498 

FIPA places minimal restrictions on whatever default intra-AP message routing protocol individual agent-developers 499 
wish to support. The minimum baseline protocol a FIPA compliant agent platforn will support is the Internet Inter-Orb 500 
Protocol (IIOP) from the Object Management Group (OMG). The use of IIOP does not preclude an AP from 501 
augmenting this inter-platform messaging protocol with other interoperability protocols, however IIOP must be 502 
supported for an AP to be FIPA compliant. 503 

Non-agent software is defined as all non-agent, executable collections of instructions accessible through an agent.  504 
Agents may access software (for example) to: add new services, acquire new communications protocols, acquire new 505 
security protocols/algorithms, acquire new negotiation protocols, access tools which support migration, etc. 506 

 507 

 508 

 509 

 510 

 511 
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6 Agent Management Services 512 

6.1 Directory Facilitator (DF) 513 

Overview 514 
 515 
The DF provides a “yellow-pages” directory service to agents. The DF is a mandatory, normative agent which is the 516 
trusted, benign custodian of an agent directory.   It is trusted in the sense that it must strive to maintain an accurate, 517 
complete and timely list of agents.  It is benign in the sense that it must provide the most current information about 518 
agents in its directory on a non-discriminatory basis to all authorised agents.  At least one DF must be resident on each 519 
AP (the default DF). However an AP may support any number of DFs.  520 
 521 
The DF may restrict access to information in its directory, and will verify all access permissions for agents which 522 
attempt to inform it of Agent state changes. The DF does not control the AP life-cycle of any Agent.  523 

Agents may register their services with the DF or query the DF to find out what services are offered by which agents.  524 

DFs can register with each other. Similarly, the AMS, and ACC can register with a DF. 525 
 526 
The DF encompasses a search mechanism which searches first locally, then, if necessary, extends the search to other 527 
DFs. The default search mechanism is assumed to be a depth first search.  For specific purposes, the following 528 
optional constraints can be used : the number of answers :df-search-resp-req , the number of  hops :df-529 
search-depth, a time-out  :df-search-time-out and the search protocol :df-search-algo.530 

All DFs have a default name which is df appended onto the remainder of a FIPA agent name (see section 8.1 Agent 531 
Naming and Addressing), for example: 532 

df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc533 

or  534 

df@nmf.org:40/acc535 

Management actions supported by the DF 536 
 537 
register 
search 
deregister 
modify
 538 
6.2 Agent Management System (AMS) 539 

Overview 540 
 541 
An AMS is a mandatory component of the AP. Only one AMS will exist in a single AP.  The AMS is responsible for 542 
managing the operation of an AP. These responsibilities include creation of agents, deletion of agents, deciding 543 
whether an agent can dynamically register with the AP (for example, this could be based upon agent ownership) and 544 
overseeing the migration of agents to and from the AP.  Since different APs have different capabilities, the AMS can be 545 
queried to obtain a profile of its AP. A life-cycle is associated with each agent on the AP (see Section 7.1).  546 
 547 
The AMS represents the managing authority of an AP. If the AP has multiple machines the AMS represents the 548 
authority across all machines. An AMS can request an agent to quit (i.e. terminate all execution on its AP).  The 549 
AMS has authority to forcibly terminate an agent if such a request is ignored.  550 
 551 
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The AMS maintains an index of all the agents which are currently resident on an AP. The index includes an agent’s 552 
GUID and their associated transport address for the AP. Residency of an agent on the AP implies that the agent has 553 
been registered with the AMS. Access to the ams-agent-description in the index is controlled by the AMS. 554 

All AMS have a default  name which is ams appended onto the remainder of a FIPA agent name (see section 8.1 555 
Agent Naming and Addressing), for example: 556 

ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc557 

or  558 

ams@nmf.org:40/acc559 

Management actions supported by the AMS 560 
 561 
Mandatory management actions : 562 
 563 
register-agent  
deregister-agent 
modify-agent 
query-platform-profile 
authenticate 
search-agent
 564 
Additional mandatory management action where mobility is supported (see FIPA98 Part 11 v.1.0) : 565 
 566 
move
       567 
In addition to the management actions exchanged between the AMS and agents on the AP, the AMS can instruct the 568 
underlying AP to perform the following operations : 569 
  suspend agent 570 
  terminate agent 571 
  create agent  572 
  resume agent execution 573 
  invoke agent  574 
  execute agent 575 
  resource management  576 
 577 
Management actions supported by the other agents used by the AMS 578 
 579 
quit
  580 
 581 
6.3 Agent Communication Channel (ACC) 582 

Overview 583 
 584 

The ACC routes messages between agents within an AP to agents resident on other APs. All FIPA agents have 585 
access to at least one ACC. Only messages addressed to an agent can be sent to an ACC.  586 

The ACC provides for the routing of messages between agents on different APs. Routing messages between AP’s 587 
requires agreement on a default interoperability protocol including  transport protocol, encoding and addressing 588 
scheme. However, if an agent dynamically registers with an AP, then there is always a method available for 589 
exchanging messages between that agent and the agents that already reside on the AP.  590 
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The ACC is an agent for meta-level control of communication. The ACC has a management interface to the IPMT 591 
mechanism which FIPA does not define. The forward action on the ACC should not be understood as the default 592 
sending mechanism for agents resident on the same AP. 593 
 594 
Management actions supported by the ACC 595 
 596 
forward
 597 

7. The Agent Platform  598 

7.1 The AP Life-Cycle 599 

FIPA agents exist physically on an AP and utilise the facilities offered by the AP for realising agent functionalities. In 600 
this context, an agent, as a physical software process, has a physical life-cycle that has to be managed by the AP. For 601 
each agent, this physical life-cycle and the associated states can be different from the external logical life-cycle and 602 
states in the domain.  The latter are managed by the DF. It should be noted that the implementation of a FIPA 603 
conformant AP does not necessitate the use of all the states.  604 

The AP life-cycle of a FIPA agent is : 605 

1) AP bounded : An agent is physically managed within an AP. The life-cycle of a static  agent is therefore 606 
always bounded to a specific AP. 607 

2) Application independent : The life-cycle model is independent from any application system. It defines only the 608 
states and the transitions of the agent service in its life cycle.  609 

3) Instance oriented : The agent described in the life-cycle model is assumed an instance (an agent which has 610 
unique name and is executed independently).  611 

4) Uniqueness : Each agent has only one AP life-cycle state at any time and within only one AP. 612 

The agent AP life-cycle is represented by states (circles) and transitions as showed in the figure below. 613 

 614 

Initiated

Waiting

Suspend

Resume

Invoke

Transit

Suspended

Active
Destroy

Wait

Wake Up

Execute

Move

Unknown

Create

Quit

 615 

Figure 2: Agent lifecycle 616 

 617 
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Only mobile agents can enter the transit state. This ensures that a stationary agent executes all of its instructions on 618 
the node where it was invoked. The actions of agents can be described as (figure 2): 619 
 620 
 621 
Create.  The creation (installation) of a new agent. 
Invoke. The invocation of a new agent. 
Destroy.  The forceful termination of an agent. This can only be 

initiated by the AMS and cannot be ignored by the 
agent. 

Quit.  The graceful termination of an agent. This can be 
ignored by the agent. 

Suspend.  Puts an agent in a suspended state. This can be 
initiated by the agent or the AMS. 

Resume.  Brings the agent from a suspended state. This can only 
be initiated by the AMS. 

Wait.  Puts the agent in a waiting state. This can only be 
initiated by the agent. 

Wake Up.  Brings the agent from a waiting state. This can only be 
initiated by the AMS. 

 622 
The following two actions are only used by mobile agents (see Part 11 FIPA98). 623 

 624 
Move.  Puts the agent in a transitory state. This can only be 

initiated by the agent. 
Execute.  Brings the agent from a transitory state. This can only 

be initiated by the AMS. 
 625 
7.2 The Home Agent Platform  626 

The Home Agent Platform (HAP) is the AP on which an agent was created and is responsible for vouching for the 627 
agent’s identity in its dealings with other agents and APs. This standard requires that every agent has an HAP which 628 
vouches for the agent to the rest of the agent community. To enforce this, FIPA requires that the GUID can be 629 
analysed to obtain the IIOP-URL of the HAP. FIPA requires that the HAP can authenticate the identity of the agent on 630 
that AP. To accomplish this the AMS of the HAP supports the following query: 631 

(request632 
:sender ams1-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc633 
:receiver ams2-agent@iiop://agentland.com:90/acc634 
:content635 

(action ams2-agent@iiop:// agentland.com:90/acc636 
(authenticate637 

(:ams-description638 
(:agent-name ag@iiop://agentland.com:90/acc)))639 

    ...))640 
 641 
The AMS on the agent’s HAP is  responsible for recording an agent’s current valid  address. It is the agent’s 642 
responsibility to ensure that the address held by its HAP AMS is valid. An agent must always remain registered with its 643 
HAP. An agent will have its name for its entire lifetime. 644 

 645 
7.3 Agent Registration on an AP 646 

There are only three ways in which an agent can be registered in the AMS: 647 

1) The agent was created on the AP. 648 
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2) The agent migrated to the AP, for those APs which support agent-mobility.  649 

3) The agent explicitly registered with the AP, assuming the AP both supports dynamic registration and is willing 650 
to register the new agent. Dynamic registration is where an agent which has an HAP wishes to register on 651 
another AP as a local agent. 652 

Agent registration involves registering the following two items of information with an AMS: 653 

1) The globally unique agent identifier (GUID). 654 

2) The local address of the agent.  655 

When an agent is either created or dynamically registers with an AP, the agent is registered with the AMS for example 656 
using the register-agent action. In the following example an agent called Peter is registering dynamically with the FIPA 657 
AP (located at fipa.org). The agent Peter was created on the AP (i.e Peter’s HAP) at agentland.com. and 658 
requests that the AMS registers it.  659 

For example :660 

(request661 
:sender peter@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc662 
:receiver ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc663 
:ontology fipa-agent-management664 
:language SL0665 
:protocol fipa-request666 
:content667 

     (action ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc668 
(register-agent669 

(:ams-description670 
(:agent-name peter@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)671 
(:address iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)672 

...)))673 
 674 

It should be noted that the address which is supplied to the register-agent action is the address the agent would 675 
like messages directed to, in effect a forwarding address. This represents an agent’s local AP, which is the one to 676 
which it is attached and represents an ultimate destination for messages directed to that agent. In this example, the 677 
agent registers with fipa.org and sets it’s forwarding address to it’s HAP, so any messages which arrive at 678 
fipa.org for Peter will be forwarded to agentland.com1.  679 

By default, the forward-agent parameter is set to the agent-name. If however, the agent chooses to change this 680 
parameter (using modify-agent action on the AMS), then messages will be re-directed to another agent.  681 

682 

                                                      

1  When an agent registers with the AMS, the AMS records its local AP which represents a forwarding address. This leads to the 
natural question of what address does Peter have at its HAP agentland.com. FIPA is only concerned with the interoperability 
between agents and APs. The internal design of an AP is a platform-developer issue and not the subject of standardisation. Since 
Peter was created on agentland.com the address registered with the AMS will only have local significance within the platform, for 
example, if agentland.com were implemented using Java then the address could be a Java Object Reference. Furthermore, it is 
assumed that platform developers will each specify their own method of enabling agents to contact the ACC.  
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8. Inter-AP Communication 682 

An agent has two options when it wishes to contact an agent on another AP: 683 

1) It can request that the ACC of the AP on which it currently resides routes the message to the target agent and 684 
ACC.  685 

2) It can contact the ACC of the target AP directly - i.e. cause a message to be sent directly to the target ACC. 686 
The target ACC is then responsible for routing the message to the agent on the target AP. 687 

To contact another agent, the sender agent must be equipped with the agent name (i.e. GUID) of the receiver agent. In 688 
this case the message will be directed to the receiver agent’s HAP for delivery to the receiver agent. Alternatively, if the 689 
sender wishes to route the message directly to the agent, or to an AP on which the receiver agent has dynamically 690 
registered, then the sender can specify an address in the destination field of the envelope in addition to the agent-691 
name in the receiver field of the message.   692 

8.1 Agent Naming and Addressing2 693 

All agents have a unique identifier also known as its GUID. An agent name is a concatenation of its HAP 694 
communication address and a unique name within that AP.  695 

  <name>@<hostname>:<port>/<target>3696 

1) where name is a unique expression for an agent within the HAP. For example, FipaAgent 697 

2) where hostname is the IP address of the host on which an ACC is running or a Domain Name Service 698 
(DNS) entry which can be further  resolved to an IP address  699 

3) where port is the port number of that host on which the ACC is listening; and  700 

4) where target is the object key which is used to identify the receiver of the message which the ACC should 701 
dispatch the incoming message to. By default, the object key of IIOP messages exchanged between APs will 702 
identify the ACC of that AP.  703 

8.2 Agent Messaging  704 

FIPA requires that each AP provide an ACC which will route messages on an agent’s behalf where possible. To 705 
support this, FIPA requires that each ACC support a baseline protocol as a default method of communication. This 706 
does not mean that each agent must also support that protocol. The address an agent provides, for example on 707 
registration with the AMS, will determine how a message is routed to that agent. If the address given is the address of 708 
an AP (e.g. iiop://agentland.com/acc), then the message will be routed to that AP and it is then the 709 
responsiblity of the ACC of that AP to route the message to the agent (in an AP-specific manner).  710 

 711 

 712 

 713 

                                                      

2 Agent naming is a topic planned for further discussion in FIPA99. 

3 The target address is optional depending on the internal architecture of the AP, for example, direct IIOP may be used. 
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The payload of the IIOP message will contain an ACL (Agent Communication Language) message wrapped in a letter 714 
object. A letter object has the following syntax: 715 

(letter716 
:envelope717 
(...)718 

:message719 
(...))720 

 721 

Where :message contains a standard ACL message and :envelope contains the ultimate recipient of the message 722 
(mandatory),  security information (optional) and transport preferences (optional). Both the :envelope and the 723 
:message are encapsulated within a letter object. The ACC will read and possibly edit the information in the 724 
:envelope parameter for message routing purposes ; the ACC is not required to (and indeed for encrypted messages 725 
may not be able to) read the contents of the :message parameter. 726 

The :envelope can contain at least the following parameters: 727 

:destination The final destination of the ACL message, composed of: 728 

    :name GUID of the receiving agent. (Mandatory).  729 

    :address A list of one or more well formed addresses. (Optional). 730 

:sender-details  731 

    :name GUID of the sending agent. (Mandatory).  732 

    :address A list of one or more well formed addresses. (Optional). 733 

Other parameters may include requests for delivery receipts, error report handling, message buffering, how the 734 
message content has been encoded, priority of the message etc. The use of these extra parameters is not specified by 735 
FIPA. The minimal form of an envelope for an agent sending a message includes only the GUID of the sender and the 736 
receiver. Note that the receiver name  is sufficient to find an address for the receiver (either by looking up the name in 737 
the local AMS or forwarding the message to the receivers HAP (whose address can be extracted from the GUID)). The 738 
following example is a letter addressed the agent John: 739 

(letter740 
:envelope(741 

:destination(742 
(:name john@fipa.org:50/acc)743 
(:address (iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)))744 

:sender-details (745 
(:name sally@agentland.com:50/acc))746 

)747 
:message748 

(inform749 
:sender sally@agentland.com:50/acc750 
:receiverjohn@fipa.org:50/acc751 
:ontologygenealogy752 
:languageKIF753 
:content (…))) 754 

 755 
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8.3 Sending Messages 756 

Agents can send messages in one of two main ways 1) using the IPMT system or 2) requesting an ACC (either local or 757 
remote) to forward it.  758 

8.3.1 Using the IPMT 759 
 760 
The IPMT may be able to determine automatically if a message passed to it by an agent is for an agent local to the AP 761 
or needs to be sent to a remote AP. In the latter case the IPMT passes the message to the ACC which will then handle 762 
the forwarding of the message to the remote destination.  763 

8.3.2 Requesting an ACC to forward a message: 764 
 765 
Each ACC must support requests for forwarding letters to agents (this is a forward action). The syntax for such a 766 
request is as follows: 767 

(letter768 
:envelope(769 

:destination (770 
(:name <acc-being-requested>)771 
(:address (<acc’s address>)))772 

:sender-details (773 
(:name <requesting-agent>))774 

)775 
:message776 

(request777 
:sender requesting-agent>778 
:receiver <acc-being-requested>779 
:ontology fipa-agent-management780 
:language SL0781 
:protocol fipa-request782 
:content783 

(action <acc-being-requested>784 
(forward785 

(letter786 
:envelope(…)787 
:message (…))))))) 788 

Note that this request is also a letter addressed to the ACC from the agent. An agent can make use of this request 789 
mechanism in two contexts: 790 

1) By sending a request to the ACC of the AP the sending agent is currently resident on. 791 

2) By sending a request to a remote ACC. To do this the agent will also need to support IIOP.  792 

The main use for this request mechanism supported by the ACC is for messaging between ACCs which is described 793 
below. The more usual way for an agent to send a message is through the IPMT. 794 

8.4 Receiving messages 795 

In general an agent will receive the whole letter object including the envelope. This means the receiving agent has 796 
access to information on what happened to the letter during transit. How the agent physically receives a message is 797 
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dependent upon the AP implementation and not addressed by FIPA. It is recommended that the AP provide some form 798 
of buffering capability to help agents manage their messages. 799 

8.5 Transfer and routing of messages. 800 
 801 

If a message is sent between two agents on the same AP this operation remains entirely inside the IPMT and is not 802 
specified by FIPA. FIPA only specifies the nature of inter-AP message transfer. This is necessary to guarantee 803 
interoperability between FIPA compliant APs. On any given AP it is the ACC that is primarily responsible for message 804 
exchange with other APs. Message transport between APs which does not go via an ACC is not covered by this 805 
specification. 806 

The standard interface of an ACC for accepting message traffic to handle is the request to perform a forward action. 807 
This is also the standard way to transfer messages between APs. One ACC is able to request another to forward a 808 
message for it4. In the following example the ACC at somewhere.org is requesting that the ACC at agentland.com 809 
forwards a letter to agent Peter (informing Peter of the weather forecast).  810 
 811 
(letter812 
:envelope (813 

:destination (814 
(:name acc@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)815 
(:address (iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)))816 

:sender-details (817 
(:name acc@iiop://somewhere.com:50/acc))818 

)819 
:message820 

(request821 
:sender acc@iiop://somewhere.com:50/acc822 
:receiver acc@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc823 
:ontology fipa-agent-management824 
:language SL0825 
:protocol fipa-request826 
:content827 

(action acc@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc828 
(forward829 

(letter830 
:envelope (831 

:destination (832 
(:name peter@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)833 
(:address (iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)))834 

:sender-details (835 
(:name john@iiop://somewhere.org:50/acc))836 
)837 

:message838 
(inform839 
:sender john@iiop://somewhere.org:50/acc840 

                                                      

4 FIPA99 wil look into request forward as an interface to the message transport mechanism. 
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:receiver peter@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc841 
:ontology weather-ontology842 
:language a-content-language843 
:content (weather-forecast ‘rain)844 

))))) … )845 
846 

Here the ACC at somewhere.org is attempting to forward a message on behalf of the original sender agent John. If 847 
the agent John had been able to support IIOP and act as its own ACC it would be able to contact the ACC at 848 
agentland.com directly to request the forwarding action. However, in this case the agent John could have simply 849 
sent the message using the IPMT on its home AP (somewhere.com), the IPMT then recognised that the message 850 
needed to be sent to another AP and passed it to the ACC at somewhere.com which then wraps the message in the 851 
appropriate request. One thing to note about communication between ACCs is that ACCs are required to insert the 852 
return-address field in the envelope. This facilitates exception reporting. 853 

The ACC receiving the request message will respond according to the FIPA request protocol. The ACC will check with 854 
the AP AMS to see if the agent identified by the GUID in the :destination parameter of the :envelope is registered 855 
on the AP. If the destination agent is not registered then the ACC returns a refuse message to the originating ACC (as 856 
specified in the request protocol). The following example is a refuse message for the request earlier in the section. 857 

(letter858 
:envelope (859 

:destination(860 
(:name acc@iiop://somewhere.org:50/acc)861 
(:address (iiop://somewhere.org:50/acc)))862 

:sender-details (863 
(:name acc@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)864 
(:address (iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)))865 

)866 
:message867 

(refuse868 
:sender acc@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc869 
:receiver acc@iiop://somewhere.org:50/acc870 
:ontology fipa-agent-management871 
:language SL0872 
:context fipa-request873 
:content874 

(refuse unavailable875 
(action acc@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc876 

(forward877 
(letter878 

:envelope(879 
:destination(880 

(:name peter@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc)881 
(:address(iop://agentland.com:50/acc))))882 

:message883 
(inform884 

:sender john@iiop://somewhere.org:50/acc885 
:receiver peter@iiop://agentland.com:50/acc886 
:ontology weather-ontology887 
:language a-content-language888 
:content (weather-forecast ‘rain)889 

))))) … )890 
891 
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If the agent is registered with the AP the ACC will then attempt to forward the message to the address provided by the 892 
AMS. If the translated address is a local AP address then the AP will handle this in an implementation-dependent 893 
manner. After forwarding the message the ACC will send an inform message to the originating ACC (as specified in the 894 
request protocol) containing the content string Done(<forward action>).  895 
 896 
If the current address held by the AMS for the destination agent is not a local address the ACC will attempt to forward 897 
the message to the specified AP. To forward the message to the agent on another AP the ACC replaces the old 898 
address in the :destination parameter in the message :envelope with the new address obtained from the AMS.  A  899 
request message containing the letter is then sent to the ACC on the remote AP. Only when the ACC receives 900 
confirmation of successful forwarding (an inform message containing the string Done(<forward action>)) from 901 
the ACC at the new address can it send a confirmation to the originating ACC.  902 
 903 
8.6 Multiple Addresses 904 
 905 
The address parameter of the :destination in the :envelope of a letter may contain multiple addresses, An ACC 906 
uses these in the following way: 907 
  908 

1. The ACC should always try to deliver to the first address on the list before trying the others in order. 909 
2. Whenever an ACC is unable to deliver a message to one of the addresses on the list (because the 910 

specified AP is unavailable, the agent is not registered etc.) the ACC removes this address from the list 911 
and tries the next. 912 

3. If the ACC finds that the specified receiver is registered but has left an off-AP forwarding address (or list of 913 
addresses with the AMS this forwarding information is added to the current list of addresses in the 914 
:envelope parameter. More precisely the new address (or address list) is added into the list on the 915 
envelope above the addresses already there. That is the forwarding information left behind by the 916 
destination agent takes priority over the information originally given by the sending agent. 917 

4. If delivery is still unsuccessful when all addresses have been tried (the address list is empty) the 918 
appropriate error message for the final failure is passed back (the errors causing the failures of previous 919 
addresses are not returned). 920 

 921 
922 
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9  FIPA Baseline Protocol and ACC 922 

9.1 Overview  923 

FIPA defines a baseline protocol for AP interoperability, (see figure 3). This means that there is always a well known 924 
method for agents on different FIPA-compliant APs to interoperate. Although, FIPA mandates the use of a baseline 925 
protocol, it does not preclude the use of other additional common protocols when one can be agreed between agents.  926 

The internal AP message transport mechanism should support the FIPA baseline protocol. It must be able to 927 
distinguish between internal and external recipients, and use the most appropriate way of delivering the message, (i.e. 928 
internal mechanism,  baseline or other appropriate protocol). 929 

The ACC should be considered an agent for meta-level control of communication, (i.e. establishing message 930 
forwarding, setting time-outs etc.). It is responsible for routing agent messages between FIPA compliant APs.  It has a 931 
management interface to the internal AP message transport mechanism which FIPA doesn't define. 932 

Baseline
Protocol

Proprietary
Protocol

AgentAgentAgent AgentAgentAgent

ACCACC

Agent

Agent

Agent

ACC

Agent

Agent

Agent

ACC

 933 

Figure 3 : The FIPA baseline protocol 934 

9.2 IIOP 935 

The FIPA97 baseline protocol is IIOP5. FIPA states that in order to be FIPA compliant an AP must minimally support 936 
IIOP[1]. The purpose of this requirement is to enable interoperability between APs. As such no requirements are 937 
                                                      

5 FIPA is mandating a normative baseline communications protocol in order to guarantee interoperability between independently 
developed APs. There is little point in mandating a baseline protocol unless such interoperability can be assured. 

There are two means of guaranteeing interoperability, one is to develop a tight specification of a communications protocol another is 
to adopt an available protocol developed specifically for interoperability. In this manner FIPA can guarantee interoperability without 
having to develop its own specification. 
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placed upon the communications capabilities of agents themselves or how messages are delivered between agents 938 
resident on the same AP. FIPA compliant agents resident on an AP have access to an ACC  with IIOP capabilities on 939 
that AP through which communication with FIPA compliant agents registered on other AP’s is enabled. The minimum 940 
requirement for compliance therefore is that every FIPA compliant AP provides an ACC which supports  IIOP . If an 941 
ACC does not support IIOP then that AP is not FIPA compliant. Any ACC can of course support additional transport 942 
protocols, and communication between FIPA agents registered on different APs can occur over any of these protocols 943 
when available on both APs, however IIOP must always be available. Therefore, there is always at least one well-944 
known method of communication available between all FIPA compliant APs.  945 

For more information see Annex C. 946 

10. Device Mobility 947 

10.1 Intermittent connectivity and session mobility  948 

Agents may reside on an AP that is on a host which is temporarily disconnected from the network, whether through 949 
deliberate act or a failure in part of the network. Typically, device mobility occurs with hardware that can be physically 950 
moved, such as laptops, PDAs and mobile phones.  951 
 952 
To support these scenarios, an agent can nominate a third party (or a number of third parties) to handle its messages 953 
while it is disconnected, migrating or not executing on a particular host. This is achieved by an agent specifying a 954 
number of potential recipient addresses as the value of the :delegate-agent parameter. The default 955 
action of such a list can be summarised as: 956 
 957 
1. Upon receipt of a message, the ACC should check to see if the recipient agent is currently executing on this AP. If 958 

it is, then the message is delivered as normal. 959 
2. If the agent is not currently executing, then the first message in the :delegate-agent parameter is removed 960 

and the message is forwarded to the next address in the :delegate-agent parameter. By removing addresses 961 
that have already been visited, no looping can occur in the forwarding process6. An address is only removed if the 962 
message arrives there successfully. 963 

3. If there are no more addresses in the :delegate-agent parameter, then the ACC buffers the message for 964 
subsequent retrieval. 965 

 966 
Agents that are executing on intermittently connected devices can embed this information in the :reply parameter of 967 
their out-going messages. Thus, when an agent that has received one of these messages replies to it, there is a list of 968 
potential delivery addresses that the ACC can use to try and re-route the message in the event that it cannot be 969 
delivered to the primary address. The following example: 970 

971 
(letter972 

:envelope ( :reply iiop://host1/acc iiop://host3/acc)973 
:message (request974 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

The specification of a small IDL interface is sufficient to guarantee interoperability when combined with the OMGs IIOP specification. 
The issue of interoperability compliance is greatly simplified as compliance is determined by whether or not the implementation of 
the FIPA_Agent_97 interface has been implemented in conformance with the OMGs IIOP specification. 

IIOP can assure interoperability as it is maintained by a well established and  large consortium committed to interoperability. This 
specification is maintained and both commercial and free implementations are widely available. Furthermore, it is conceivable that 
by building on this effort that technical advancements will be available in the future, in particular if a message syntax other than 
string was introduced for FIPA ACL[2]. 

It is proposed in the FIPA 1999 Call for Proposals that the FIPA baseline protocol be revisited as part of the FIPA99 work plan and 
so may subsequently be revised. 

6 Unless an address appears in the :delegate-agent field more than once 
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:sender foo@iiop://host1:40/acc975 
:receiver bar@iiop://host2:40/acc976 
:content (..))977 

 978 
would inform the receiving agent bar on host2 that foo on host1 can be contacted primarily at iiop://host1/acc; if 979 
it is unavailable here, its alternate contact address is iiop://host3/acc. When replying to this message, the 980 
:reply parameter becomes a :delegate-agent parameter, thus: 981 
 982 
(letter983 

:envelope (:delegate-agent iiop://host1/acc iiop://host3/acc)984 
:message (985 

refuse986 
:sender bar@iiop://host2:40/acc987 
:receiver foo@iiop://host1:40/acc988 
:content ..) )989 

 990 
So, if the ACC on host2 cannot deliver the message to the ACC on host1 (because it is disconnected from the network, 991 
say), then it will forward the message to the ACC on host3. If the Agent cannot be reached there and host3 supports 992 
message buffering, the message is stored there until it is retrieved. If there is no storage capability on host3, an error 993 
message is sent back. Upon reconnection, the ACC on host1 should contact the ACC on host 3 and download all of its 994 
stored messages. 995 

Due to the fact that the :reply and :delegate-agent parameters can contain multiple addresses, this method of 996 
handling messages can help to deal with negotiating nested firewalls. If an agent is communicating with another agent 997 
across a firewall, then the agents can communicate through the firewall machine7 by specifying the firewall machine as 998 
a value in the :delegate-agent parameter. When one of these agents tries to contact the other, the ACC will 999 
attempt to deliver the message to the AP beyond the firewall (which would be inaccessible), so it forwards it to the 1000 
firewall machine whose address is subsequently removed from the list. The ACC on the firewall machine will then 1001 
forward the message to the ACC on the primary address (which will also subsequently be removed from the list), 1002 
because the agent is not executing on the AP of the firewall machine. Nested firewalls can be negotiated by specifying 1003 
the address of each firewall machine in the :delegate-agent parameter. 1004 
 1005 
10.2 Synchronisation 1006 

When several agents share a responsibility, they need some kind of mechanism to synchronise their knowledge. 1007 
Typically the disconnected PDA needs to update its knowledge as well as its proxy knowledge when reconnecting to 1008 
the network.  1009 

FIPA mandates a minimum mechanism for synchronisation. When an agent re-connects, it has two ways of recovering 1010 
messages: 1011 

  it contacts its HAP ACC to see if messages are stored there, if so they will be communicated in a FIFO order, 1012 

  in  case it has specified a proxy (or proxies), it is the duty of the agent to contact the proxy to download any stored 1013 
messages.  1014 

These re-connection mechanism allow an agent to control the storage of messages, either on its HAP or on its proxies.  1015 

                                                      

7 This requires that some FIPA infrastructure is set up on each firewall machine that is to be negotiated (a minimum of an AMS and 
an ACC). 
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10.3 Forwarding messages to a proxy agent  1016 

Agents may be physically disconnected from one AP rendering them un-contactable until they are re-connected to an 1017 
AP. Similarly, agents may be disconnected from an AP for prolonged periods of time if they are resident on devices 1018 
such as laptop computers or mobile phones. In such situations, an agent can request that the AMS forward all 1019 
messages to another delegated agent. 1020 

This delegated authority may have simple functionality such as the ability to buffer messages for later retrieval or more 1021 
complex ability to act on behalf of the instructing agent. 1022 

It is envisaged that this action would be used by an agent prior to it physically being unplugged from an AP or in 1023 
preparation for its migration to another AP.  It is the responsibility of the agent to cancel the forward request once it has 1024 
re-established itself on an AP. 1025 

The ability to delegate authority to another agent is restricted to the instructing agent only.  In situations where an 1026 
attempt is made by a third party agent to delegate responsibility of one agent to another the request action will be 1027 
refused by the AMS. 1028 

The AMS supports the setting-up of an alternate recipient for an agent’s messages. Thus Peter could set the AMS  to 1029 
re-direct any messages sent to Peter to Jane. To do this requires modifying the :delegate-agent  attribute of the agent 1030 
entry in the AMS.  1031 

1032 
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11 FIPA Agent Management Grammar and Ontology 1032 

11.1 Letter Grammar 1033 

FIPA-letter = “(“ “letter” Message-envelope Message-content “)”1034 
1035 

Message-envelope = “:envelope” “(“ Envelope-parameter+ “)”1036 
1037 

Message-content = “:message” ACL-Message+1038 
1039 

Envelope-parameter = “:destination” “(“ Envelope-value “)”|1040 
“:sender-details” “(“ Envelope-value “)”|1041 
“:delegate-agent” Agent-name |1042 
“:reply” Agent-name1043 

1044 
Envelope-value = “:name” Agent-name |1045 

“:address” “(“ Agent-address + “)”1046 
1047 

Agent-name = (see AgentName definition below)1048 
1049 

Agent-address = (see CommAddress definition below)1050 
 1051 

ACL-Message = (see Section 6.4.1FIPA97 Part 2)1052 
 1053 
 1054 
11.2 Agent Management Grammar 1055 

This agent management content syntax and grammar should be read as an extension to the Agent Communication 1056 
Language syntax defined in Part 2 of FIPA97.  1057 

This agent management grammar is the definition of terms for Agent Management using SL0, (see Annex B and B3.1 1058 
in  FIPA97 Part 2).  1059 

Agent Management Actions  1060 

AgentManagementAction = “(“ “register DF-agent-description“)”1061 
|“(“ “deregister” DF-agent-description“)”1062 
|“(“ “modify” DF-agent-description“)”1063 
|“(“ “search” DF-agent-description Constraint+“)”1064 
|“(“ “register-agent” AMS-agent-description “)”1065 
|“(“ “deregister-agent” AMS-agent-description“)”1066 
|“(“ “authenticate” AMS-agent-description “)”1067 
|“(“ “modify-agent” AMS-agent-description “)”1068 
|“(“ “forward” ACLCommunicationAct “)”1069 
|“(“ “search-agent” AMS-agent-description “)”1070 
|“(“ “query-platform-profile” AP-description “)”.1071 

 1072 

Agent Management Object Descriptions 1073 

DF-agent-description= “(“ “:df-agent-description” FIPA-DF-agent-description+ “)”.1074 
1075 

AMS-agent-description = “(“ “:ams-agent-description” FIPA-AMS-agent-description+“)”.1076 
1077 

AP-description = “(“ “:ap-profile“ FIPA-AP-description “)”.1078 
1079 
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FIPA-DF-agent-description = “(“ “:agent-name” AgentName“)”1080 
|“(“ “:address” CommAddress+“)”1081 
|“(“ “:services” FIPA-service-desc+ “)”1082 
|“(“ “:type” Word“)”1083 
|“(“ “:interaction-protocols” “(” Word+ “)”“)”1084 
|“(“ “:ontology” SL0Term“)”1085 
|“(“ “:language” “(” ContentLanguage+ “)”“)”1086 
|“(“ “:ownership” SL0Term“)”1087 
|“(“ “:df-state” DfLifecycleState“)”.1088 

1089 
FIPA-AMS-agent-description = “(“ “:agent-name” AgentName“)”1090 

|“(“ “:address” CommAddress+ “)”1091 
|“(“ “:signature” Word“)”1092 
|“(“ “:ap-state” APState“)”1093 
|“(“ “:delegate-agent-name” AgentName“)”1094 
|“(“ “:ownership” Word“)”.1095 

1096 
FIPA-service-desc = “(“ “:service-description” FIPA-service-desc-Item+ “)”.1097 

1098 
FIPA-service-desc-Item =“(“ “:service-name” Word “)”1099 

|“(“ “:service-type” ServiceTypes “)”1100 
|“(“ “:service-ontology” SL0Term “)”1101 
|“(“ “:fixed-properties” FixedProperties“)”1102 
|“(“ “:negotiable-properties” SL0Term “)”.1103 

1104 
FIPA-AP-description8 = “(“ “:platform-name” Word“)”1105 

|“(“ “:iiop-url” URL“)”1106 
|“(“ “:dynamic-registration” Boolean“)”1107 
|“(“ “:mobility” Boolean“)”1108 
|“(“ “:ownership” Word“)”1109 
|“(“ “:certification-authority” Word“)”1110 
|“(“ “:fipa-man-compliance” FipaSpecifications+ “)”.1111 

1112 
DfLifecycleState = “active”1113 

|“suspended”1114 
|“retired”.1115 

1116 
FipaSpecifications = “fipa97-part1-v1”1117 

| “fipa97-part1-v2”1118 
| “fipa98-part1-v1”.1119 

1120 
APState = “initiated”1121 

|“active”1122 
|“suspended”1123 
|“waiting”.1124 

1125 
ContentLanguage = “fipa-sl0”1126 

| “fipa-sl1”1127 
| “fipa-sl2”1128 
| Word.1129 

1130 

                                                      

8 The FIPA-AP-Description contains the characteristics of the AP profile. Additional optional parameters have been added by the 
FIPA Security Management specification. This is not used in the FIPA97 part 1 specification. However, management operations for 
querying the AP profile have been incorporated into the FIPA98 part 1 specification. 
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ServiceTypes = “fipa-df”1131 
|“fipa-ams”1132 
|“fipa-acc”1133 
|“fipa-agent”1134 
| Word.1135 

1136 
FixedProperties = “(” “:df-search-def-time-out”Duration “)”1137 

| “(” “:df-search-algo”Word “)”1138 
| SL0Term.1139 

1140 
Agent Management Exception Propositions 1141 

AgentManagementException = “(“ “:fipa-man-exception“FipaException+ “)“.1142 
 1143 
FipaException =1144 

“(“ “no-communication-means” ManOb-description“)”1145 
|“(“ “unavailable” ManOb-description“)”1146 
|“(“ “agent-not-registered” ManOb-description“)”1147 
|“(“ “unrecognised-attribute-value”1148 

ManOb-description“)”1149 
|“(“ “unrecognised-attribute” ManOb-description“)”1150 
|“(“ “unauthorised” “)”1151 
|”(“ “failed-management-action” “)”1152 
|“(“ “unwilling-to-perform” “)”1153 
|“(“ “df-overloaded” “)”1154 
|“(“ “ams-overloaded” “)”1155 
|“(“ “acc-overloaded” “)”1156 
|“(“ “unable-deregister” “)”1157 
|“(“ “inconsistency” “)”1158 
|“(“ “agent-already-registered” “)”.1159 

1160 
Constraint = |“(“ “:df-search-resp-req” min Integer“)”1161 

|“(““:df-search-algo” Word1162 
(ConstraintFn Integer)+“)”“)”1163 

|“(“ “:df-search-filter” CommAddressFilter“)”1164 
|“(“ “:df-search-time-out” DateTimeToken DateTimeToken “)”.1165 

1166 
CommAddressFilter = (CommProtocol|"*") “://”(IPAddress|DNSName|"*")1167 

“:”Integer “/” (ACCObj|"*").1168 
1169 

ConstraintFn = “max”1170 
|“min”.1171 

1172 
ManOb-description = FIPA-DF-agent-description1173 

| FIPA-AMS-agent-description.1174 
1175 

AgentName = Word “@” CommAddress.1176 
1177 

CommAddress = CommProtocol “://”(IPAddress|DNSName) “:” Integer “/” ACCObj.1178 
1179 

CommProtocol = [“a”-“z”,”A”-“Z”] [“a”-“z”,”A”-“Z”,”0”-“9”,”_”]*.1180 
1181 

IPAddress = Integer “.”Integer “.”Integer “.”Integer.1182 
1183 

DNSName = Word.1184 
1185 

ACCObj =   Word.1186 
   1187 
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DateTimeToken9 = "+" ?1188 
Year Month Day "T"1189 
Hour Minute Second MilliSecond1190 
(TypeDesignator ?).1191 

1192 
Year = Digit Digit Digit Digit.1193 
Month = Digit Digit.1194 
Day = Digit Digit.1195 
Hour = Digit Digit.1196 
Minute = Digit Digit.1197 
Second = Digit Digit.1198 
MilliSecond = Digit Digit Digit.1199 
TypeDesignator = AlphaCharacter.1200 

1201 
Digit = ["0" – "9"].1202 

 1203 

11.3 Rules for Well Formed Agent Management Messages 1204 

The following tables illustrate the mandatory attributes to ensure correct formation for each of the actions defined in this 1205 
specification.  This section further defines the range of permitted expressions in agent management messages.  Each 1206 
table describes the use of a single object.  Attributes which are listed as optional can be used to form syntactically 1207 
correct management actions, however the attribute may have no semantics for that action.  The syntax for the actions 1208 
is given above. 1209 

df-agent-description1210 

Attribute Action 

register deregister modify search

:agent-name M M M O

:services O O O O

:type M O O O

:interaction-
protocols

O O O O

:ontology O O O O

:language O O O O

:address M O O O

:ownership M O O O

:df-state M O O O

M = Mandatory O = Optional 1211 

                                                      

9 See FIPA97 Part 2 Section 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 for this definition and its relation to ISO 8601. 
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Where services are specified in a FIPA-DF-agent-description the following applies : 1212 

service-description1213 

Attribute  
:service-name M 
:service-type M 
:service-ontology M 
:fixed-properties M 
:negotiable-properties O 
M = Mandatory O = Optional 1214 

 1215 

ams-agent-description1216 

Attribute Action

modify-agent authenticate register-
agent

deregister-
agent

search-
agent

:agent-name M M M M O

:address O O M O O

:ap-state O O M O O

:delegate-
agent-name

O O O O O

:signature O O O O O

M = Mandatory O = Optional 1217 

1218 
ap-profile1219 

Attribute                                                            Action 
 query-platform-

profile
:platform-name M 
:iiop-url O 
:dynamic-registration O 
:mobility O 
:ownership O 
:certification-authority O 
:fipa-man-compliance O 
M = Mandatory O = Optional 1220 

The management actions search-agent and search do not enforce mandatory attributes, however a well formed 1221 
message must include at least one attribute. 1222 

All management actions using the FIPA-Request protocol will, if successful, yield a inform Done message from the 1223 
agent which performed the action.  The search action is the exception to this rule as it will yield an inform Result when 1224 
successful. 1225 

 1226 
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The semantics of the operators used as constraints for the search action is defined as: 1227 

Constraint Operator Description 

:df-search-resp-
req

max The search stops as soon as max the number of 
answers have been found by the DF which initiated 
the search. 

When forwarding search requests to other DFs, the 
current DF has to decrement the number of answers 
from the max value forwarded to other DFs. 

:df-search-algo min 

max 

search algorithms can be advertised as  :agent-
services when a DF registers its services. If the 
search algorithm is not specified for a particular DF, 
the default algorithm is a depth first search. 

The search algorithm constrains the number of hops 
by specifying integer min and max values, giving 
relative position to the original DF.  

:df-search-filter CommAddre
ssFilter 

The CommAddressFilter allows an agent to specify 
the domain in which the search can be performed. It 
will filter the addresses of the searched DFs 
according to their name. The filter supports the * 
character with its standard meaning. 

:df-search-time-
out

Time 

&  

Duration 

Each search is initiated with its start time as well as a 
time-out duration so as to discard any request 
beyond the time-out.  

The default time-out can be advertised in the DF 
service description.  

The time stamp of the DF is the absolute time. 

 1228 

An agent can access the services a DF offers by issuing a basic search (i.e. without using the above constraints) 1229 
against that DF.  The DF service description can contain the following parameters : 1230 

:df-search-def-time-out Specifies the default time-out for a 
search offered by this DF. 

:df-search-alg Lists the search algorithms 
available from this DF. 

 1231 

 1232 
1233 
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11.4 Exceptions  1233 

All agent management operations use the fipa-request protocol, (FIPA97 part 2). Exceptions are reported in refuse or 1234 
failure communicative acts. 1235 
 1236 
For example: a failure of an agent registration with a DF. 1237 
 1238 
(failure1239 

:sender a-df-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc1240 
:receiver agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc1241 
:content1242 

((action a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc1243 
(register1244 
(:df-agent-description1245 

(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)1246 
(:interaction-protocols (fipa-request))1247 
(:ontology fipa-agent-management)1248 
(:address iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)1249 
(:type travel-agent)1250 
(:ownership fipa.org)1251 
(:df-state active))))1252 

(:fipa-exception1253 
agent-already-registered))1254 

:language sl01255 
:protocol fipa-request1256 
:ontology fipa-agent-management) 1257 

 1258 
Example 2 : A DF registration refusal due to an ill-formed agent name. 1259 
 1260 
(failure1261 

:sender a-df-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc1262 
:receiver agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc1263 
:content1264 

((action a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc1265 
(register1266 
(:df-agent-description1267 

(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)1268 
(:interaction-protocols (fipa-request))1269 
(:ontology fipa-agent-management)1270 
(:address iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)1271 
(:type travel-agent)1272 
(:ownership fipa.org)1273 
(:df-state active))))1274 

(:fipa-exception1275 
(unrecognised-attribute-value1276 
(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc))))1277 

:language sl01278 
:protocol fipa-request1279 

:ontology fipa-agent-management) 1280 
 1281 

1282 
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11.5 Agent Management Actions 1282 

11.5.1 register 1283 
Supported by DF 

Description An agent registers its services  in order to publicise some or all of them to other agents. 
There is no intended future commitment or obligation, on the part of the registering agent 
implied in the act of registering. For example, an agent can refuse a request for a service 
which is advertised through a DF. There is a commitment on behalf of the DF to honestly 
broker information it holds.  

When an agent applies for registration in a domain an agent description must be supplied 
containing values for all of the mandatory attributes of the agent description. It may also 
supply  optional and private  fields, containing non-FIPA standardised information an agent 
developer might want included in the directory. 

Content   df-agent-description (see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(register
(:df-agent-description

(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)
(:services

(:service-description
(:service-type video-on-demand)
(:service-ontology itut-vod)
(:service-name vod-1)
(:fixed-properties (genre sport))))

(:language fipa-sl0)
(:type selling-agent)
(:address iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)
(:ownership fipa.org)
(:df-state active))))

:language sl0
:protocol fipa-request
:ontology fipa-agent-management) 

Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-value This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 
detected in one of the attribute values. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when an attribute of the 
content expression  is not recognised by the 
agent. 

 agent-already-registered This exception occurs if the agent to be 
registered is already in the DF. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not 
sufficiently authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the DF is refusing to 
perform the action. 

Failure Reasons df-overloaded This occurs when the DF fails to complete 
due to processing resource overload. 
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 1284 
11.5.2 search 1285 
Supported by DF 

Description A search action involves a request for information from a DF. The DF does not guarantee 
the validity of the information provided in response to a search request. A search is satisfied 
with the DF identifying agent entry in the directory that satisfy the content of the query.  This 
could entail the escalation of the search to other DF’s if the query cannot be resolved locally. 

A search can be defined to constrain the action of the DF. A successful search can return 
one or more agent descriptions that satisfies the search criteria. A nil return is returned 
where no agent entries satisfy the search criteria. 

Content  
  

df-agent-description  

(see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(search

(:df-agent-description
(:address iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)
(:df-state active))

(df-search-algo depth-first max 1)
(df-search-resp-req max 1)))

:language sl0
:reply-with id2543
:protocol fipa-request
:ontology fipa-agent-management)

 
Reply  The above query requests all agent names where the agent is registered as active and has 

the address  iiop://fipa.org:50/acc. 
The reply would be a result,  for example: 
 
(inform

:sender a-df@iiop://fipa.org :50/acc
:receiver an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(:df-agent-description
(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)
(:agent-service

(:service-description
(:service-type video-on-demand)
(:service-ontology itut-vod)
(:service-name vod-1)
(:fixed-properties (genre sport))))

(:interaction-protocols (fipa-request))
(:ontology itu-t))

:language sl0
:in-reply-to id2543
:protocol fipa-request
:ontology fipa-agent-management) 
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Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-value This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 
detected in one of the attribute values. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not 
sufficiently authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the DF is too busy or 
overloaded with other operations. 

Failure Reasons df-overloaded This occurs because the DF fails to finish the 
search operation because of processing resource 
overload. 

1286 
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 1286 
11.5.3 modify 1287 
Supported by DF 

Description Involves the changing of an agent’s details in a particular DF directory. The content of a 
modify message will replace only those  attributes which are  contained in the modify df-
agent-description. .  

Content  
  

df-agent-description

(see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(modify
(:df-agent-description
(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)
(:df-state suspended))))

:language sl0
:protocol fipa-request
:ontology fipa-agent-management)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-

value
This error occurs when an invalid syntax was detected 
in one of the attribute values. 

 inconsistency DF rejected the modification because it provides 
conflicting information. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not sufficiently 
authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the DF is too busy or overloaded 
with other operations. 

Failure Reasons df-overloaded This occurs because the DF fails to finish the 
modification operation because of processing 
resource overload. 

 1288 
1289 
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 1289 
11.5.4 deregister 1290 
Supported by DF 

Description An agent de-registers in order to remove any record of its attribute(s) from a domain. The 
de-register action has the consequence that there is no-longer a commitment on behalf of 
the DF to broker information relating to that agent. 

Content  
  

df-agent-description
(see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
: content

(action a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(deregister

(:df-agent-description
(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)))

:language sl0
:ontology fipa-agent-management
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-

value
This error occurs when an invalid syntax was detected 
in one of the attribute values. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not sufficiently 
authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the DF is too busy or overloaded 
with other operations. 

 unable-to-deregister The agent can not be deregistered because it has still 
pending contracts, or because the agent is not found 
in the DF. 

Failure Reasons df-overloaded This occurs because the DF fails to finish the 
operation because of processing resource overload. 

 1291 
1292 
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 1292 
11.5.5 register-agent 1293 
Supported by AMS 

Description The register-agent action involves the registration of an agent’s attributes including its GUID 
and associated communication address(es) with an AMS. 

Content  ams-agent-description

(see sections 11.2 and 11.3).2 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender myagent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver an-ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content
(action an-ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc

(register-agent
(:ams-agent-description
(:agent-name myagent@iiop://cmp.de:99/acc2-id)
(:address iiop://inf.co.uk:90/acc-id)
(:signature agent-sig))))

:language sl0
:ontology fipa-agent-management
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-value This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 

detected in one of the attribute values. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the 
content expression  is not recognised. 

 agent-already-registered This exception occurs if the agent to be 
registered is already in the AMS. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not 
sufficiently authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the AMS is too busy or 
overloaded with other operations. 

Failure Reasons ams-overloaded This occurs because the AMS fails to finish 
the modification operation because of 
processing resource overload. 

 1294 
1295 
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11.5.6 deregister-agent 1295 
Supported by AMS 

Description An agent de-registers in order to remove any record of its attribute(s) from an AMS. The 
AMS can be requested to deregister on behalf  of another agent during agent migration.  

Content  ams-agent-description

(see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver ams-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action ams-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(deregister-agent
(:ams-agent-description
(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)))

:language sl0
:ontology fipa-agent-management
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-value This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 

detected in one of the attribute values. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the 
content expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not 
sufficiently authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the DF is too busy or 
overloaded with other operations. 

 unable-to-deregister The agent can not be deregistered because it 
has still pending contracts, or because the agent 
is not found in the AMS. 

Failure Reasons ams-overloaded This occurs because the AMS fails to finish the  
operation because of processing resource 
overload. 

 1296 
1297 
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11.5.7 search-agent 1297 
Supported by AMS 

Description A search action involves a request for information from an AMS. A search is satisfied with the 
AMS identifying an agent entry in its directory that satisfies the content of the query. An 
ams-agent-description will be returned as the result of a successful search-agent 
operation.  

An AMS may restrict for confidentiality reasons access to certain attributes in the ams-
agent-description, for example, agent-state but will always return an agents address. 

Content  
  

ams-agent-description  

(see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org :50/acc
:receiver a-ams@iiop://mmm.org:50/acc
:content

(action a-ams@iiop://mmm.org:50/acc
(search-agent

(:ams-agent-description
(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)))

:language sl0
:reply-with id2543
:protocol fipa-request
:ontology fipa-agent-management)

))
 

Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-value This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 
detected in one of the attribute values. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when one of the attributes in the 
message does not belong to the AMS object. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not 
sufficiently authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the AMS is too busy or 
overloaded with other operations. 

Failure Reasons ams-overloaded This occurs because the AMS fails to finish the 
search operation because of processing resource 
overload. 

1298 
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11.5.8 modify-agent 1298 
Supported by AMS 

Description The modify-agent action Involves the changing of an agent’s details in a particular AMS 
directory.  

Content  ams-agent-description

(see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver ams-agent1@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action ams-agent1@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(modify-agent
(:ams-agent-description
(:agent-name an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)
(:delegate-agent-name

ams-agent2@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc))))
:language sl0
:ontology fipa-agent-management
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-

value
This error occurs when an invalid syntax was detected 
in one of the attribute values. 

 inconsistency AMS rejected the modification because it provides 
conflicting information. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not sufficiently 
authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the AMS is too busy or overloaded 
with other operations. 

Failure Reasons ams-overloaded This occurs because the AMS fails to finish the 
modification operation because of processing 
resource overload. 

 1299 
1300 
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  1300 
11.5.9 authenticate 1301 
Supported by AMS 

Description  An agent can request that the AMS  verifies an agent’s  identity. 

Content  ams-agent-description  

(see sections 11.2 and 11.3). 

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver ams-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action ams-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(authenticate
(:ams-agent-description
(:agent-name

JB234@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)
(:ownership “John Brown”)
(:signature a-sig)))

:language sl0
:ontology fipa-agent-management
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-

value
This error occurs when an invalid syntax was detected 
in the agent name or signature. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not sufficiently 
authorised. 

 reject-authenticate This occurs if the AMS does not authenticate the 
agent. 

 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the AMS is too busy or overloaded 
with other operations. 

Failure Reasons ams-overloaded AMS failed to authenticate the agent due to internal 
resource problems. 

 1302 
1303 
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11.5.10 forward 1303 
 1304 
Supported by ACC

Description An agent can ask an ACC to forward a message to a destination agent

Content  ACLCommunicativeAct (see FIPA97 Part 2)

FIPA Protocol  fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2)

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver an-acc@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action an-acc@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(forward

(request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver a-df@iiop://agentland.org:50/acc
:content

(action a-df@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(modify
(:ams-agent-description

(:agent-name
an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc)

(:ap-state suspended))))
:language sl0
:protocol fipa-request
:ontology fipa-agent-management)))

:ontology fipa-agent-management
:language sl0
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-

value
This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 
detected in the agent name or signature. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not sufficiently 
authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the ACC is too busy or overloaded 
with other operations. 

 agent-not-registered This error occurs if the destination agent is not 
registered in the AP. 

 no-communications-means This error occurs if there is no shared communication 
protocol to reach the destination agent. 

Failure Reasons unavailable ACC failed to complete the action due to internal 
resource problems. 

 1305 
1306 
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11.5.11 query-platform-profile 1306 

Supported by AMS 

Description  An agent can request the profile of an AP from the AMS. 

Content   None  

FIPA Protocol  Fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver an-ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action an-ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
query-platform-profile)

                :ontology fipa-agent-management
:language sl0
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Reply  The above query requests an AP profile. The reply would be an inform for example: 

(inform
:sender an-ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(:ap-profile
(:platform-name united-e-commerce-ap)
(:dynamic-registration yes)
(:mobility no)
(:ownership united-incorporated-plc)

  (:fipa-man-compliance fipa98-art1-v1)) 
:language sl0
:in-reply-to id2543
:protocol fipa-request
:ontology fipa-agent-management) 

Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-
value

This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 
detected in the content expression. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not sufficiently 
authorised. 

 unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the AMS is too busy or 
overloaded with other operations. 

 no-communications-means This error occurs if there is no shared communication 
protocol to reach the destination agent. 

Failure Reasons unavailable AMS is unavailable. 

 1307 
1308 
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11.5.12 quit 1308 

Supported by All FIPA agents 

Description  An AMS can request an agent to terminate all execution on a given AP.  

Content   Agent platform name 

FIPA Protocol  Fipa-request  (see FIPA97 Part 2) 

Example (request
:sender an-ams@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:receiver an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
:content

(action an-agent@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc
(quit
(:platform-name a-platform@iiop://fipa.org:50/acc))

)
:ontology fipa-agent-management
:language sl0
:protocol fipa-request)

 
Refuse Reasons unrecognised-attribute-

value
This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 
detected in the content expression. 

 unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when  an attribute of the content 
expression  is not recognised. 

 unauthorised This occurs if the requesting AMS is not sufficiently 
authorised. 

 no-communications-means This error occurs if there is no shared communication 
protocol to reach the destination agent. 

Failure Reasons unavailable Agent is unavailable. 

 1309 
 1310 

1311 
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11.6 Agent Management Objects 1311 

11.6.1 df-agent-description 1312 
 1313 
Parameter Description 
:agent-name Denotes the globally unique agent identifier.  

:type Identifies the type of agent described.  

:services Denotes the service(s) the agent can provide. 

This would include a  description of the 
characteristics of the service description as 
well as the service description itself. See fipa-
man-service-description. 

:interaction-protocols Characterises the protocols supported by the 
agent. This can include both standardised 
and/or non-standard protocols.  

:ontology Denotes the ontology or ontologies the agent 
can support.  

:language Denotes the content language(s) the agent 
can support. 

:address An agent must support at least one 
communication address and by definition if 
only one is provided, it must be the IIOP 
address of the AP on which the agent 
resides.  

:ownership Identifies the owner of the agent.  

:df-state Denotes the domain life-cycle state, for 
example suspended. 

 1314 
1315 
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 1315 
11.6.2 ap-profile 1316 
Parameter Description 
:platform-name(M) Denotes a globally unique identifier for the 

AP 

:iiop-url(M) Denotes the IIOP URL of the AP 

:dynamic-registration(M) Denotes whether the AP supports dynamic 
registration 

:mobility (M) Denotes whether the AP supports agent 
mobility. 

:ownership (M) Identifies the owner of the AP. 

:certification-authority
(M)

Denotes the certification authority for the AP. 

:fipa-man-compliance (M) Denotes the FIPA specification(s) the AP is 
compliant with.  

 1317 
11.6.3 service-description 1318 
Parameter Description 
:service-name Denotes the service name. 

:service-type Denotes the unique service type. 

:service-ontology  Identifies the ontology for the service 
description. 

:fixed-properties A description of the permanent characteristics of 
the service. This could be a complex structure 
using a particular ontology defined in the 
:service-ontology parameter.  

:negotiable-properties A description of the dynamic properties of the 
service. 

 1319 
 1320 

1321 
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11.6.4 ams-agent-description 1321 
Parameter Description 
:agent-name Denotes the globally unique agent name. 

:address An agent must support at least one 
communication address and by definition if 
only one is provided, it must be the IIOP 
address of the AP on which the agent 
resides. 

:delegate-agent Denotes the name of an agent, other than the 
agent that is the subject of the description, 
(i.e. identified under  :agent-name ) that has 
been delegated as recipient of all messages. 
It identifies an alternative recipient for a 
message. 

:ap-state Denotes the AP lifecycle state of the agent. 

:ownership Denotes the legal entity (individual or 
organisation) responsible for the actions of 
the agent. 

:signature Denotes the agents signature for 
authentication purposes10. 

 1322 
1323 

                                                      

10 FIPA98 Part 10 V.1.0 Agent Security Management contains further information on security issues and mechanisms for multi-
agent systems. Agent security management requires further work and is part of the FIPA99 call for proposals.  
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11.6.5 fipa-man-exception 1323 
Parameter Description 
unrecognised-attribute-
value

This error occurs when an invalid syntax was 
detected in the agent name or signature. 

unrecognised-attribute This error occurs when the attribute 
identifiers which appear in the message are  
invalid. 

unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not 
sufficiently authorised. 

unwilling-to-perform This error occurs if the recipient agent is 
refuses to perform a requested action.. 

Agent-not-registered This error occurs if the destination agent is 
not registered in that AP. 

no-communications-means This error occurs if there is no shared 
communication protocol to reach the 
destination agent. 

acc-unavailable ACC failed to complete the action and it is 
unavailable 

unable-to-deregister The agent can not be deregistered. For 
example, it might have pending contracts, or 
because the agent is not found in the DF. 

df-overloaded This occurs because the DF fails to finish the  
operation because of processing resource 
overload. 

inconsistency An action is rejected due to some 
inconsistency in the original request. 

agent-already-
registered

This failure occurs if the agent to be 
registered is already in the DF or AMS 

unauthorised This occurs if the requesting agent is not 
sufficiently authorised. 

ams-overloaded This occurs because the AMS fails to finish 
the modification operation because of 
processing resource overload. 

 1324 
1325 
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 1325 

Annex A  Agent Communication Channel  Interface Description Language (Normative) 1326 

The following IDL specifies the agent interface which is intentionally minimal. The interface contains a single operation 1327 
operation message which supplies a string containing the ACL message as a parameter. Future versions of  FIPA 1328 
agent specifications reserve the right to extend or modify this interface. 1329 

interface FIPA_Agent_97 {1330 

oneway void message(in string acl_message);1331 

};1332 

1333 

1334 
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Annex B ACC &  FIPA Baseline Protocol (Informative) 1334 
 1335 
 1336 

Agent communication channel requirements  1337 

The FIPA ACC has the following preferred set of requirements : 1338 

1. The ACC must support asynchronous messaging   1339 
  the ACC must not block upon receipt of the message 1340 
  the ACC stores messages until they are received by the destination agent if storage capabilities are provided, if 1341 

not an error message is sent back. 1342 
  the ACC is required to provide agents with  fair access to their messages (i.e. if an agent is able to receive a 1343 

message it should have access to the messages available for it)  1344 
  the ACC has a minimum policy on message storage which it is able to make known (e.g. time-out period) 1345 
  messages may contain instructions on how it must be handled by the receiving ACC. 1346 
  the sending ACC is able to acknowledge receipt of message from sending agent 1347 

2. The ACC must support basic exception reporting such as failure-to-deliver-message, agent-unavailable etc.  1348 
3. For a given sender/receiver pair the ACC will forward always messages in order of receipt (i.e. the ACC does not 1349 

implement its own ordering policy).   1350 
4. The ACC will support device mobility where there is intermittent agent connectivity. 1351 
5. The ACC can optionally support agent mobility. 1352 
6. The ACC supports queries about the transport level protocols it supports.  1353 
7. The ACC can optionally support FIPA security services. 1354 
8. Where possible the ACC ensure that address fields are well-formed in the letter envelope. 1355 
9. In order for the sender to be able to reason about its communication. The ACC must support a `reasonable' 1356 

semantics for message send.    1357 
10. An agent must be able to receive messages from a large number of different sources more-or-less simultaneously. 1358 

This in turn implies some kind of minimal buffering supported by the ACC.  1359 

FIPA baseline protocol requirements  1360 

FIPA is committed to specifying a baseline protocol which supports interoperability between FIPA compliant AP’s. This 1361 
baseline protocol should be: 1362 

1. Open and widely available, including; 1363 
  a comprehensive specification must be available in the public domain 1364 
  software implementations must be available, preferably free and ideally more than one 1365 
  both specification and software must be maintained 1366 

2. Accurate and reliable where; 1367 
  messages are received in the form they were sent 1368 
  best  effort will be made to deliver well formed messages  1369 

3. Light-weight, minimising ; 1370 
  the weight of encoding/decoding engine  1371 
  the overhead of the protocol 1372 
  development complexity (API) 1373 

4. Able to support basic error handling at the protocol level  1374 
  such as time-out,  message-undeliverable ... 1375 

5. Able to cross firewalls and be able to express firewall policy for the underlying protocol. 1376 
6. Extensible  1377 

  enhancements can easily be made to the protocol 1378 
7. Able to run on a broad range of networks  1379 

  GSM, IP etc. 1380 
8. Able to represent all well formed ACL messages. 1381 
9. Should be bit-wise efficient. 1382 
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 1383 

Annex C Use of IIOP (Informative) 1384 
 1385 
Addressing the FIPA97 IIOP requirements. 1386 

Development of the FIPA97 mandated interoperability mechanism can be supported by a number of methods. These 1387 
range from direct interaction with IIOP at the TCP/IP level to the use of CORBA support where all interaction with the 1388 
IIOP protocol is hidden from the developer. These issues are discussed in detail in the FIPA97 Developers Guide. 1389 

The easiest way to implement the interoperability mechanism is through the use of a CORBA implementation. One 1390 
compiles the IDL interface specified by FIPA97 i.e. the FIPA_Agent_97 interface into the implementation language of 1391 
their choice,  incoming messages will arrive as a parameter to the implementation of the message operation of the 1392 
FIPA_Agent_97 interface. The implementor works at the method invocation level, no understanding of IIOP messages 1393 
or how they should be handled is required. Applications built upon an IIOP compliant ORB are automatically IIOP 1394 
compliant 1395 

Another way of leveraging available technology in order to implement the FIPA97 interoperability mechanism is to use 1396 
an IIOP engine. An IIOP engine offers support for sending and receiving IIOP messages yet it is not an ORB, rather it 1397 
can encode and decode IIOP messages and manage connections but unlike an ORB the implementor decides exactly 1398 
how each IIOP message is handled. Consequently applications built using an IIOP engine are not necessarily IIOP 1399 
compliant. 1400 

Of course it is possible to interact with IIOP at the TCP/IP protocol level. In this case it is up to the implementor to 1401 
provide support for sending and receiving IIOP messages. Obviously applications built in this manner are not 1402 
necessarily IIOP compliant. 1403 

Compliance with the IIOP specification is mandated in order to facilitate interworking between interoperability 1404 
mechanisms built on different technologies for example an ORB and an IIOP engine. The interoperability mechanism 1405 
built upon an IIOP engine must interwork fully with an interoperability mechanism built upon an ORB, in short all 1406 
FIPA97 compliant mechanisms should behave as if they were built on an ORB. 1407 

Implications of Iiop  1408 

A key consideration in enabling the FIPA97 mechanism for inter agent communication is the distribution of IORs so that 1409 
agents can invoke the ‘message’ method previously described on remote AP ACCs. IORs are often distributed through 1410 
email, WWW pages, NFS file systems etc, unfortunately such a distribution mechanism is not suitable for FIPA agents 1411 
because of the attendant overheads and its inherent lack of scalability. Another possibility is through the use of the 1412 
CORBA naming service, specified by the OMG for exactly this kind of purpose and now available through many 1413 
CORBA vendors.  1414 

It should be noted that IORs are already implicitly distributed through the FIPA agent naming convention. If one 1415 
examines the FIPA address of an ACC one will note it is of the following form; 1416 

iiop://somewhere.com:50/acc   1417 

This address is sufficient to construct an agent IOR (there is a slight complication with object keys which will be 1418 
explained below). The main components of an IOR are the Hostname (‘somewhere.com’), a port number on which the 1419 
server is listening (‘50’) and an Object Key (‘acc’). These can be combined to form an IOR which can be used to invoke 1420 
the ‘message’ operation on the necessary ACC. 1421 

As mentioned above, using this method of obtaining an IOR leads to a slight complication with the Object Key. This 1422 
occurs because Object Keys are proprietary and are constructed by various ORB vendors in a proprietary manner, 1423 
each object key will probably be a combination of Interface name and some sort of Marker or Server name, however 1424 
these names can be mangled according to vendor policy. To understand the ramifications of this let us examine the 1425 
server side. 1426 
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If the ACC has been implemented through the use of an IIOP engine or through direct interaction with the IIOP protocol 1427 
then there is no problem. This is because the server will be decoding IIOP requests for an object with the object key 1428 
which has been distributed in its address e.g. ‘acc’, it merely has to recognise this object key and pass the request on 1429 
to the required method/function to be handled, in short the server does not care what the object key is as long as it 1430 
knows in advance what it should be, ‘acc’ is as good an object key as anything else. 1431 

This is not the case if one is using a ORB implementation. In this situation it is not user defined code which is decoding 1432 
the requests and passing them on the appropriate objects/methods, rather it is the ORB which is doing this, and the 1433 
ORB is subject to the proprietary Object Key mangling policy of the Vendor. Therefore, if one creates an interface 1434 
object of Marker (or Server) name ‘acc’, within an ORBspace there is no reason to believe that its Object Key is going 1435 
to be ‘acc’, in fact it is unlikely to be so. How therefore can one trap requests for Object Key ‘acc’ and forward them to 1436 
the required Interface Object using an ORB implementation. This can be done by inserting some user defined code at 1437 
the ‘servant’ level, that is the level in CORBA which accepts object invocations and forwards them on. In general this 1438 
will have to be done in a proprietary method for each ORB implementation, luckily it is not difficult, for example using 1439 
ORBIX one would use the Object Loader to create the required object once an Object Fault is generated. Furthermore, 1440 
the OMGs new CORBA specification defines a portable method of doing this through the POA (Portable Object 1441 
Adapter)[3].  1442 
 1443 
The object key distributed in an AP’s IIOP URL must be supported regardless of implementation technology 1444 
constraints. 1445 
If you use proprietary technology it is important to understand the potential name conflicts between the IIOP URL 1446 
distributed by your AP and the actual object key supported by this proprietary technology.  1447 
 1448 

The Object Key interoperability issue is also currently an topic being addressed by the OMG. At the time of writing 1449 
several proposals have been put forward to the OMG in response to their RFC about an extended Name Service [4]. 1450 
The extensions include a solution to the issue of generating a IOR for a remote object (i.e. the ACC of a remote AP), 1451 
and also a URL-like naming convention, which in most of the proposals is very similar (if not identical) to the FIPA 1452 
iiop://host:port/path format. All of these proposals suggest a modification to the implementation of ORBs so that an 1453 
extended initial call can be made to return the reference to a number of services without having to know any references 1454 
to start with. The implementation of the solution will be handled by the ORB and is therefore not something that 1455 
implementers of the FIPA AP must address themselves. The extensions will most likely make use of a ‘special’ 1456 
reserved reference that is always available. More information is available in the individual proposals [5][6][7]. 1457 
Ultimately, we believe a standard mechanism will be available for resolving URLs to IIOP IORs11. 1458 
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11 FIPA has issued a call for proposals for 1999 covering agent naming services which is likely to resolve these issues. 
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